Advanced VR Calibration for Upper Limb Rehabilitation: Making Immersive Environments Accessible
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Abstract: The creation of accessible spaces is essential for patients with motor injuries to conduct therapy safely and effectively. Disruptive technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR) are increasingly being used as a complement to traditional therapy, with excellent results. VR allows, among other things, the realistic recreation of physical spaces, so much so that it is relatively easy to run the risk of transferring physical barriers into the virtual space. This article proposes an innovative method of calibration in virtual environments that assesses the motor limitations of patients with cervical spinal cord injuries, doing so individually for each upper limb. The result is the dynamic adaptation of virtual environments to make them accessible and safe for rehabilitative therapy practices. This method has been integrated into the Rehab-Immersive platform, which hosts a series of serious games aimed at rehabilitating upper limbs, using immersive gamification techniques.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the use of Virtual Reality (VR) has spread to a variety of fields, including physical and psychological rehabilitation (Zhang et al., 2020; Cha et al., 2021). The application of VR in rehabilitation process has shown important benefits such as an improvement in mobility, balance and cognitive function (Park et al., 2020), as well as reducing the perception of pain in patients (Goudman et al., 2022; Mallari et al., 2019). Furthermore, the use of VR devices in rehabilitation programs improves treatment adherence and increases motivation (Dias et al., 2019), both important qualities for a successful rehabilitation process (Teo et al., 2022).

In particular, the technological advances that immersive VR devices have undergone in recent years have led to a new field in upper limb rehabilitation. Wearable devices, such as head-mounted displays (HMDs), provide users with immersive experiences in virtual environments through a viewer and controllers. More recently, this type of system has begun to offer hand tracking through the existing inside-out cameras in the headset (Khundam and Noel, 2021). As a result, existing applications are being adapted or new ones are being developed. These applications allow the user to interact with the virtual world using his or her own hands, without the need for controllers or joysticks. This new form of interaction with virtual environments makes it more intuitive, natural and simple. In line with this, recent studies demonstrate the preference for this mechanism of interaction over controllers (Juan et al., 2023). Moreover, it opens new opportunities for people with reduced mobility in their upper limbs who, until now, have been unable to use these types of devices due to the need for fine motor skills to hold the controller and press the buttons. This technological progress has generated new possibilities in the development of applications for upper limb rehabilitation. In this context, it is essential for...
patients to use their hands naturally, replicating traditional rehabilitation movements and grips.

Although hands-free interaction and accurate hand tracking is an important advance in the accessibility of immersive environments for people with motor impairments, it is still not sufficient for the proper development of rehabilitation therapies. The challenge of developing VR environments that are accessible and adapted to the different needs of end users and the specific characteristics of each application. VR makes it possible to simulate worlds and situations that are difficult to reproduce in real environments, which is a significant advantage, especially given the diversity of environments and the mobility constraints of certain users. This capability highlights the need for virtual environments to be accessible and adaptable to both user needs and application-specific requirements.

For users with special needs or disabilities, the creation of adapted, accessible, and inclusive VR environments is crucial (Soomal et al., 2020; Creed et al., 2023). This involves tailoring the type of interaction and the placement of interactive elements to suit each user’s abilities. This is particularly important for patients with cervical spinal cord injuries (cSCI), who require exercises to be performed while seated, considering their upper limb mobility and gripping capabilities. Proper positioning of interactive elements in the VR environment is key to ensuring safety, prevent overexertion or unwanted compensatory movement. These compensatory movements, which are movement patterns adopted to overcome motor restrictions (Luo et al., 2023), while facilitating task performance, can sometimes lead to additional problems that negatively affect the rehabilitation process (see Figure 1).

One solution to address these challenges lies in the ability of VR systems themselves to capture and store relevant data. This includes data related to the kinematics of the body parts undergoing therapy, as well as the position of elements in the virtual scene and historical tracking of the patient’s progress. In addition, the capture and storage of kinematic data is essential in the rehabilitation process. This practice provides healthcare professionals with a more objective and quantitative view of the patient’s progress. This is exemplified in the study by Onitsuka et al. (Onitsuka et al., 2023), which highlights the significance of such data in monitoring and enhancing rehabilitation outcomes. This information is useful for adjusting optimising rehabilitation programmes, ensuring their maximum effectiveness for the specific needs of each patient. Furthermore, the capture and analysis of this data not only facilitates the identification of the effectiveness of the exercises but also allows for the detection of possible unwanted compensatory movements.

In this context, leveraging VR capabilities, a practical solution for enhancing the accessibility and adaptation of virtual rehabilitation environments involves a calibration process before exercise execution. This calibration should focus on the specific motor conditions of the patient, taking into account their particular characteristics and limitations. This assessment allows for precise modifications to the positioning of the interactive elements within the virtual environment. Such an approach ensures that the virtual environment is not only accessible but also highly personalized, adapting to both the physical capabilities of the patient and their specific stage in the rehabilitation process.

On this basis, the article presents an advanced automatic calibration system adapted to upper limb rehabilitation in patients with cSCI. This system takes into account the physical characteristics of the patient and the specific requirements of the exercises to be performed. Thanks to this pre-calibration, it is possible to adapt the position of the elements in the virtual environment according to the specific characteristics of the exercise. For this reason, the range of movement is taken into account separately for each of the upper limbs, since the exercises can be performed with one or two hands. In addition to the optimal position, it is taken into account that the patients perform the exercises in a seated position, thus avoiding possible undesirable compensatory movements. It should be noted that the calibration is based on hand positions, without the need for external elements such as joysticks or controllers. As a result, patients perform the exercises in a more natural and ergonomic way, potentially improving the effectiveness of rehabilitation.

The calibration system, aimed at improving upper limb rehabilitation of cSCI patients, has been integrated into the Rehab-Immersive platform (Herrera et al., 2023). This integration facilitates design, implementation and testing. The Rehab-Immersive platform is currently developing a series of serious games. These games are adapted to specific therapies for the rehabilitation of upper limbs of ICSc patients. The collaboration with the Hospital Nacional de Parapléjicos de Toledo has been key in this development. This hospital is recognised as a reference centre for patients with SCI. The main objective of Rehab-Immersive is to create an environment that favours effective rehabilitation.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related works. Section 3 provides context and background information. Section 4 describes
the automatic calibration system. Section 5 presents the evaluation and the results obtained. Section 6 discusses the limitations and future work. Finally, the paper concludes with Section 7, which presents the conclusions.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 VR Rehabilitation for Upper Limbs

Several studies have focused on the rehabilitation of upper limbs using VR techniques. These works can be classified according to the degree of immersion and the main way of interaction. Depending on the degree of immersion, there are non-immersive and immersive applications and, the use of devices such as controllers or the user’s own hands (hand tracking) can be considered.

Non-immersive and hand tracking upper limb VR rehabilitation studies include the work of Shahmoradi et al. (Shahmoradi et al., 2021), who used the Kinect sensor to rehabilitate the upper limb in stroke patients through a set of games. The results of the study indicated improvements in participants’ range of motion in terms of horizontal shoulder abduction and adduction, elbow flexion, and wrist supination and flexion. The study by Reyes-Guzmán et al. (de Los Reyes-Guzmán et al., 2021) also uses non-immersive VR and hand tracking by means of a Leap Motion Controller (LMC), and focused on SCI patients. The conclusions of the study indicate that the LMC is suitable for a given sample of cervical patients for rehabilitation purposes.

In the latter group, the combination of immersive VR systems and direct interaction with the patient’s hands, is the study by AlMousa et al. (AlMousa et al., 2020). This study presents the development of a game designed for stroke patients requiring upper limb rehabilitation at home. The game uses the Oculus Rift HMD and the LMC hand tracker for a fully immersive virtual reality experience.

Figure 1: On the left, a patient performs compensatory movements, with trunk inclination and grasping the wheelchair with the left hand to achieve balance. On the right, due to a correct distribution of virtual elements, compensatory movements are not necessary.
This approach provides a more natural interaction, which is crucial for patients with motor limitations (AlMousa et al., 2020; Juan et al., 2023). In addition, non-immersive systems can limit depth perception due to their design for flat monitors, which negatively affects the user experience (Everard et al., 2022).

2.2 Adaptation of VR Environments for Rehabilitation

Adaptation in VR environments is essential to ensure accessibility and effectiveness in rehabilitation. Several studies have highlighted the accessibility challenges associated with these technologies, particularly for people with physical disabilities. Mott et al. (Mott et al., 2019) identify five key elements for the accessibility of VR content: accessibility of interaction, accessibility of devices, inclusive representations and diversity of applications. In addition, in a separate study conducted in 2020, (Mott et al., 2020) identified seven specific barriers for people with reduced mobility, one of which related to the preparation of VR peripherals and the definition of VR game boundaries.

The need to adapt virtual environments to the capabilities of rehabilitation patients is a topic widely supported in the scientific literature. One example is the study by Lagos Rodriguez et al. (Lagos Rodriguez et al., 2022) which highlights the importance of personalisation in VR environments, focusing on the specific needs of each patient. On the other hand, the study by Carrington et al. (Pei et al., 2023), allows wheelchair users to assess the accessibility of unfamiliar places remotely by exploring detailed digital replicas. The study introduces a VR technique called ‘Embodied Exploration’, which allows wheelchair users to explore high-fidelity digital replicas of physical environments. However, a limitation of the study is the need for users to provide accurate measurements of their biometrics.

3 BACKGROUND

Focused on the need to create patient-centred virtual environments for upper limb rehabilitation in patients with cSCI, the Rehab-Immersive (Herrera et al., 2023) project arises, coordinated with the Hospital Nacional de Parapléjicos (Toledo, Spain). In this project, a set of serious games is being developed to improve the mobility and manipulative skills of patients. Serious games in the context of Rehab-Immersive take advantage of the benefits of VR, such as motivation and reinforcement of the patient’s commitment, as well as accurate monitoring and evaluation of the evolution of the treatment by the specialist.

Through various analyses and tests conducted with patients and specialists, a key element has been identified in VR environments for the rehabilitation of cSCI patients: the significance of three-dimensional (3D) positioning of elements within the space that patients interact with.

In order to solve this problem, a manual calibration of the elements with which the patient interacts was implemented in two ways: with predefined positions (closer and further away) in the three axes, and through manual positioning of the object in 3D space. However, moving barriers were found in the manual calibration. First, depending on the patient’s mobility, it can be a tedious process. This is the case when the elements with which the patient must interact are positioned too far apart, leading to a suboptimal interaction location. Additionally, complexity increases when there are numerous elements that require individual configuration. Second, there are patients who, given their conditions, cannot calibrate the elements well due to grip difficulties. In the case of predefined positions, these may not be adequately adapted to the optimum. Thirdly, this calibration has to be done for each element with which interactive and for each serious set, which is a slow process.

Particularly in patients with limited or no functional grip, this approach presents a significant problem, making it necessary for the specialist to intervene by positioning the item. However, the specialist’s view of the 3D space is not through the VR HMD, but on a screen, which leads to a loss of depth sensation and can lead to errors in calibration.

4 CALIBRATION SYSTEM

In response to the challenges mentioned above, the calibration system proposed in this paper is tailored to the specific needs of cSCI patients. This system is designed to accommodate several factors to accomplish effective rehabilitation. To achieve this, both the calibration system and the BBT-VR have been developed using Unity1 and the Meta XR Interaction SDK2. First of all, it takes into account the patient’s posture and limited mobility, since the exercises are performed sitting and without moving. This consideration includes

1https://unity.com/
The height of the items and the position of the patient’s legs.

The system also provides individual calibration for each upper limb, adjusting the virtual environment to respect the limitations and capabilities of each side of the body.

In addition, the system is applicable to different games and interactive elements. It incorporates calibration data to adapt the interactive elements depending on the type of exercise, whether monomanual or bimanual, and whether it involves gripping or not.

A key feature of this system is its automation and customization capabilities. It automates the calibration process based on patient mobility and capacity data, facilitating accurate and efficient customization for each individual.

Thanks to this calibration, a safe VR environment is provided. Feature that helps prevent excessive efforts and compensatory movements that could be detrimental to the patient’s health.

Finally, the system improves ease of use, improving patient autonomy in the use of VR.

In summary, the proposed calibration system aims to improve the patient’s experience and optimize rehabilitation results, adjusting to the evolution of the patient’s motor capacity and ensuring that the exercises are performed safely and effectively.

Additionally, the calibration system will be tested with one of the games implemented within Rehab-Immersive, specifically the BBT-VR. The BBT, is a manipulative dexterity test in which the patient must move as many blocks as possible from one compartment to another within a box, all within 60 seconds (Mathiowetz et al., 1985). The implemented calibration system is designed to adapt the virtual workspace to fit the motor skills of each cSCI patient. This calibration process takes into account three aspects: i) head position, ii) elbow flexion and, iii) shoulder movements.

The initial state of the HMD is captured to determine the position and rotation of the head at rest. On the other hand, elbow flexion, with the hands hip-width apart, is used to determine the central area to the patient and the position of the hands in this pose, which is used for some therapeutic exercises. However, it is the analysis of the shoulder movements that plays a central role in this process, following the principles established by I. A. Kapandji (Kapandji, 1971). In this book, Kapandji details the complex movements of the shoulder in the sagittal, frontal and transversal planes, which include flexion and extension, abduction and adduction, and horizontal flexion and extension, respectively.

The objective of this calibration phase is to determine the maximum reach that a user can achieve with each hand in three planes. The kinematics of the shoulder are critical in this process, as the maximum reach is achieved with the arm and elbow fully extended. The use of ellipses, rather than circles, to define the workspace is adopted because of the potential mobility restrictions that patients may have. Ellipses offer greater flexibility to accommodate these limitations. Since users are seated and cannot perform the full circumduction movement, the workspace is ideally limited to the front and side areas, rather than extending behind the patient. In an optimal scenario, these ellipses will approximate to circles. Through various tests, it has been proven that using ellipses to...
define the workspace results in greater accuracy than using circles.

The calibration process has been designed in an intuitive and detailed way. Each phase of calibration is accompanied by an instructional video in which an avatar demonstrates the specific movements that the user must replicate. At the end of each instructional video, the application emits a sound to indicate that the user must begin to perform the movements or position themselves in the explained pose.

During the whole process, the user must keep his back well supported and without twisting his trunk. This requirement is essential in order to know the degree of mobility of the upper limbs without the intervention or influence of trunk movement.

In the first stage, the patient is instructed to look forward for a few seconds. This first step captures the position and rotation of the HMD, as its default position is not always aligned with the zero position on all three axes.

During the third step, the calibration process is further divided into two new phases. First, a detailed calibration of the upper limbs movements in three dimensional planes is performed.

In this new first phase, the avatar asks the user to fully extend the arm in the transversal plane and move the arm from one end of the X-axis to the other, keeping the arm above the knees (see Figure 2.a). This stage is designed to calibrate the range of motion in the horizontal plane and the patient’s ability to reach laterally, thus capturing the range of possible movements in this plane.

The second part of the calibration relates to the frontal and sagittal planes. As in the previous stage, the patient is asked to fully extend the arm. After the avatar has shown the necessary movements, the calibration begins. These movements consist of extending the arm from one end of the X-axis to the other and moving it along the Y-axis (height) and Z-axis (depth) (see Figure 2.b and c). The trajectory of these movements simulates the drawing of a dome in the air. This process is designed to assess and calibrate the patient’s ability to perform both vertical and depth movements. Figure 3 shows an example of ellipses formed in the sagittal, frontal, and transverse planes, outlining the patient’s movement scope. Next to the ellipses, less firm traces, generated by the user during the calibration process, are visible.

Simultaneously, and transparently to the user, the system creates two lists of points during the calibration process. The first list, denoted as \( \mathcal{P}_{XZ} \), collects the points traced by the patient’s arm in the \( XZ \) plane. This list encapsulates all the trajectories performed in the \( XZ \) plane.

The second list, \( \mathcal{P}_{XY/YZ} \), consists of the points generated during movements in the \( XY \) and \( YZ \) planes.

These two lists, together provide a complete representation of the patient’s arm movement capabilities in all three axes. This separation into two lists

\[
\text{hmdInitialPosition} = (x_{\text{hmd}}, y_{\text{hmd}}, z_{\text{hmd}}),
\]

\[
\text{hmdInitialRotation} = (\alpha_{\text{hmd}}, \beta_{\text{hmd}}, \gamma_{\text{hmd}}),
\]

where \((\alpha_{\text{hmd}}, \beta_{\text{hmd}}, \gamma_{\text{hmd}})\) are the Euler angles.

The second stage is for the patient to bend his elbows 90 degrees while keeping his arms aligned across the hip, making sure his hands are above the knees. This position helps determine the central area and ideal position for many virtual reality games. An example of the importance of these positions is the BBT-VR. This calibration ensures that the box is placed in front of the patient at the correct height, aligning with the elbows bent at 90 degrees.

During the third step, the calibration process is further divided into two new phases. First, a detailed calibration of the upper limbs movements in three dimensional planes is performed.

In this new first phase, the avatar asks the user to fully extend the arm in the transversal plane and move the arm from one end of the X-axis to the other, keeping the arm above the knees (see Figure 2.a). This stage is designed to calibrate the range of motion in the horizontal plane and the patient’s ability to reach laterally, thus capturing the range of possible movements in this plane.

The second part of the calibration relates to the frontal and sagittal planes. As in the previous stage, the patient is asked to fully extend the arm. After the avatar has shown the necessary movements, the calibration begins. These movements consist of extending the arm from one end of the X-axis to the other and moving it along the Y-axis (height) and Z-axis (depth) (see Figure 2.b and c). The trajectory of these movements simulates the drawing of a dome in the air. This process is designed to assess and calibrate the patient’s ability to perform both vertical and depth movements. Figure 3 shows an example of ellipses formed in the sagittal, frontal, and transverse planes, outlining the patient’s movement scope. Next to the ellipses, less firm traces, generated by the user during the calibration process, are visible.

Simultaneously, and transparently to the user, the system creates two lists of points during the calibration process. The first list, denoted as \( \mathcal{P}_{XZ} \), collects the points traced by the patient’s arm in the \( XZ \) plane. This list encapsulates all the trajectories performed in the \( XZ \) plane.

The second list, \( \mathcal{P}_{XY/YZ} \), consists of the points generated during movements in the \( XY \) and \( YZ \) planes.

These two lists, together provide a complete representation of the patient’s arm movement capabilities in all three axes. This separation into two lists...
allows a more detailed and specific assessment of the movement capabilities in different planes, facilitating a more accurate calibration.

The fourth stage shows the calibration results. After completing the calibration, the system draws three ellipses. Each ellipse corresponds to the range of motion capabilities in different planes, facilitating a more accurate calibration.

To test the accuracy of the calibration, a virtual block is displayed at the center of the palm of the patient’s hand (see Figure 5). The patient can move their hand freely, with the block remaining attached to the palm’s center. The color of the block provides immediate feedback: it appears green if it is within the defined ellipses, signifying that the hand is within the calibrated workspace. If the block turns red, it indicates that the hand has moved outside the defined working area, surpassing the calibrated range of motion. To determine if a point is inside the calibrated workspace, defined by ellipses in the XY, XZ, and YZ planes, the following mathematical condition is used:

Let \( \mathbf{O} = (o_x, o_y, o_z) \) represent the position of the object (e.g., virtual block) in 3D space, and let \( \mathbf{C} = (c_x, c_y, c_z) \) be the center of the ellipses with radii \( r_x \), \( r_y \), and \( r_z \) in the X, Y, and Z dimensions, respectively. The point \( \mathbf{O} \) is considered to be inside the calibrated workspace if the following conditions are met for each plane:

- **Inside XY-plane:**
  \[
  \frac{(o_x - c_x)^2}{r_x^2} + \frac{(o_y - c_y)^2}{r_y^2} \leq 1
  \]

- **Inside XZ-plane:**
  \[
  \frac{(o_x - c_x)^2}{r_x^2} + \frac{(o_z - c_z)^2}{r_z^2} \leq 1
  \]

- **Inside YZ-plane:**
  \[
  \frac{(o_y - c_y)^2}{r_y^2} + \frac{(o_z - c_z)^2}{r_z^2} \leq 1
  \]

Finally, the fifth stage involves the storage of the calibration data. Once the calibration is completed and verified for accuracy, the system stores the relevant data in a historical record. This allows for the calibration to be referenced or adjusted in future sessions, ensuring a tailored and efficient VR experience for each patient.
The stored historical data, used for game calibration, also presents another value for medical specialists. By regularly repeating the calibration process over time, changes in a patient’s mobility can be closely monitored. This enables a more personalized rehabilitation approach, tailored specifically according to the evolving mobility data of each patient, thereby optimizing the rehabilitation process.

4.1 Application of Calibration Data in BBT-VR

In the specific case of the BBT-VR (see Figure 6), which is a monomanual exercise, the precise positioning of the virtual box is essential. The calibrated data is used to ensure that the box is placed in a comfortable position in front of the user, without requiring excessive arm extension.

Additionally, the height of the virtual box is carefully adjusted to be suitable for the patient’s stature. It is positioned to avoid being too high or too low, which might interfere with the patient’s legs, considering the seated position during the exercise.

Furthermore, the box is centered relative to the patient’s midline, ensuring that the exercises are symmetric and balanced, regardless of which hand is being used.

To facilitate these adjustments in BBT-VR, an option has been added to the configuration menu that allows users to choose between automatic or manual calibration. The manual option involves the user physically grabbing the box and moving it to the appropriate position. Additionally, while the box is ideally positioned in front of the user, the option for lateral positioning has been introduced. This lateral position will be to the right if the right hand is selected as dominant, and to the left if the left hand is chosen.

Depending on the selected configuration, the BBT-VR begins by placing the box either manually or automatically, and in the selected position, either central or lateral.

5 EVALUATION AND RESULTS

The evaluation was conducted with a diverse group of participants, including both men and women, aged between 20 and 43 years. All participants selected did not have any mobility issues in their upper limbs. The study was divided into two sessions: the first involved 6 participants, while the second included 9.

Initially, participants received a comprehensive briefing about the test session’s procedures. The first part of the session focused on testing an automatic calibration system (see Figure 7). Participants were required to follow instructions provided by an avatar, mimicking the indicated movements. To correctly perform the calibration, participants were asked to keep their backs against the backrest and ensure all movements were made without twisting or shifting their torso. After calibration, they were asked to verify if the defined area appropriately adapted to the accessible area for them, without the need for excessive movements or trunk torsions.

Subsequently, the participants were introduced to a BBT-VR application. In this part, they tested the automatic calibration, both in central and lateral positioning, for the right and left hands.

Finally, participants completed a questionnaire to gather their impressions and feedback on the experience. The questionnaire, which was explained to each
participant before completion, comprised 10 questions. The initial set collected basic information, such as the participant’s assigned identifier, age, height, and hand dominance. Question 4 asked about previous experience with immersive virtual reality (HMD) devices, asking: ‘have you used immersive virtual reality HMD devices before?’, with possible answers: ‘Never (N)’, ‘Occasionally (O)’ or ‘Frequently (F)’. The following questions examined their experiences with the calibration system and the VR application, using a Likert scale for responses:

- **Q6:** did you find the automatic calibration system complex? Rate on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not complex at all and 5 is very complex.
- **Q7:** after calibration, do you feel that the working area defined by the three ellipses adequately matches the range of motion limits of your upper limb? Please rate on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘completely’.
- **Q8:** is the position of the box in the BBT-VR application, with automatic calibration in normal mode (centered to the user), correct for you?
- **Q9:** is the position of the box in the BBT-VR application, with automatic calibration in right lateral mode, correct for you?
- **Q10:** is the position of the box in the BBT-VR application, with automatic calibration in left lateral mode, correct for you?

For questions Q8, Q9, and Q10, participants rated the appropriateness of the box’s position on a Likert scale from 1 to 5, where 1 indicates the lowest score (least appropriate) and 5 indicates the highest score (most appropriate).

Also, to facilitate observation and verification of the participants’ movements and actions during the test, an external screen was used. This screen mirrored in real-time what the participants were seeing through the Meta Quest 3.

**Figure 7**: Moments captured during evaluation, while participants test the calibration method.

### 5.1 Results

The results obtained in the study were analyzed from two complementary perspectives. The first, a quantitative approach, focused on technical considerations related to the elliptical volume defined by ellipses in the XZ, XY, and ZX planes. For the central position of the box, it was verified that the center of the box was located within the elliptical volume, in relation to both the right and left sides of the upper limbs. For the lateral positions of the box, it was confirmed that the center of the box was within the control area defined by the corresponding elliptical volume (right or left).

The second perspective, with a qualitative approach, focused on the patient’s viewpoint and perception. This subjective evaluation sought to understand the experiences and impressions of the participants regarding the calibration process and their interaction with the virtual environment. Analyzing the results of the VR experience questionnaire, we identified several significant trends that reflect participants’ perceptions of the VR calibration system and its subsequent use in the BBT-VR application.

The data presented in Table 1 includes the responses to the questionnaire. To complete this overview, it is worth mentioning that for question Q5, all participants reported being right-handed. The ease of use of the calibration system is highlighted, as evidenced by the low average score of 1.07 in question Q6, with a standard deviation of only 0.26. This indicates that most participants found the system straightforward, with very little variation in their responses, reinforcing the notion of an intuitive and easy-to-manage design.

Regarding the accuracy of the working area (Q7), the high average scores of 4.27, with a standard deviation of 1.03, suggest that participants generally perceived that the defined working area aligned well with the movement limits of their upper limbs.

As for the appropriateness of the box’s position in the BBT-VR application (Q8, Q9, Q10), the predominantly positive responses are reflected in the high average scores (4.73 for Q8, 4.33 for Q9 and Q10), with relatively low standard deviations (0.46 for Q8, 0.62 for Q9, and 0.49 for Q10). These figures indicate a generally favorable perception of the box calibration in all modes. However, it is interesting to note the trend of slightly higher scores for the box’s central position (normal mode) compared to the lateral positions. This could suggest a perceived greater accuracy or comfort in the central setup, although the variations are not substantial.

To conclude, the study provides a comprehensive...
understanding of the VR upper limb calibration system and its integration into the BBT-VR, using both quantitative and qualitative approaches. From a technical perspective, the precise placement of the BBT-VR box within the elliptical volume was validated in both central and lateral positions, ensuring the correct execution of the exercises without excessive effort or compensatory movements. From a user perspective, the ease of use of the system and the positive perception of the accuracy of the workspace and box placement in the application were highlighted. These results underline the technical effectiveness of the system and its positive reception by users, highlighting its potential in precision-oriented VR applications while ensuring user comfort.

Table 1: Table summarizing the responses collected from the questionnaire on automatic calibration. The columns, from left to right, represent the participant ID, age, height, and responses to questions related to the automatic calibration system and the BBT-VR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Ht</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Q6</th>
<th>Q7</th>
<th>Q8</th>
<th>Q9</th>
<th>Q10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Although the initial results of the calibration system are promising, further validation is needed to confirm its effectiveness. A larger study with a larger number of participants, including people with cSCI, is needed to confirm the preliminary results. Previous tests were conducted exclusively with healthy individuals, as the primary objective of this initial phase was to establish the system’s safety before extending the testing to patients in subsequent phases. Additionally, storing other variables like the maximum degree of wrist flexion/abduction and arm rotation should be considered to enhance the calibration accuracy and applicability.

Following the study, there is a need to automate the implementation of the calibration system for each set. In the current iteration, specific values of the calibration data were manually selected and applied to correctly position elements in 3D space for the test set. The aim for future development is to automate this aspect so that the system can classify each set according to a set of parameters and automatically apply the calibration values in an efficient manner.

This will require a thorough study and ranking of the relevant parameters. These parameters could include factors such as whether the exercise is one-handed or bimanual, involves lateral trunk displacement or not, and requires centred positioning or positioning adapted to the range of motion of each arm. It will also be important to consider the plane of movement, whether vertical or horizontal. This second phase of implementation of the VR upper limb rehabilitation calibration system aims to facilitate its implementation in any game in a simple way.

7 CONCLUSIONS

This article presents an innovative calibration method for immersive spaces used in upper limb rehabilitation. The method particularly accounts for the motor limitations of patients with cervical spinal cord injuries who require rehabilitative therapy to regain mobility. A key novelty of the method is its consideration of the limitations of each limb individually, forming three ovals in the sagittal, frontal, and transverse planes. The set of generated ovals, along with the proposed methods, are used to reconfigure the virtual environment in which the patient exercises, ensuring that all objects they interact with are within reach based on the detected limitations. In other words, the environment adapts to become an accessible, suitable, and safe space for therapy.

The correct distribution of virtual components with which the user interacts, taking their limitations into account, also prevents more significant problems such as body compensations that could endanger the integrity of healthy parts.

Finally, the different calibrations performed by the same patient at different times, along with the recording of kinematics during exercise, provide therapists with a valuable tool for objectively measuring a patient’s progress. In particular, comparing calibrations allows for the measurement of improvements in mobility.
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